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1. What is the difference between a posturo therapist, a chiropractor, and an 

osteopath? 
 
A licensed chiropractor uses special instruments or their hands to manipulate 
joints in the body. A licensed osteopath uses hands-on manual treatments 
including cracking, stretching, massaging, and moving the muscular-skeletal 
system. Its main target is to reduce pain, increase mobility and improve the 
circulation of blood and lymphatic fluids.  
 
Both chiropractors and osteopaths offer treatments to reduce pain.  
 
A licensed posturo therapy Jarrousse method® offers to embark on an 
unexpected journey filled with sensory experimentations, discovery of fluidity and 
stress relief, and learning processes towards optimal personal, physical, and 
cognitive functioning.  
 
It is also a hands-on practice. The patient remains dressed on the medical table, 
the neuro muscular schemes are reprocessed for a better functioning without 
“cracking”, through proprioceptive gentle postural stretches.  
 
Posturo therapists offer learning processes through body awareness to reduce 
pain and optimise physical, emotional, and intellectual potential.  
 
 
2. Is it covered by private health insurances? 
 
Basically no, as the posturo therapy Jarrousse method® operates in the field of 
alternative medical field as an educational system. Nevertheless, as it has 
proven to have positive therapeutical effects to reduce physical and mental 
strains, in some cases, you may qualify for reimbursement of a few sessions. You 
need to check that with your insurance provider.   
 
As it is a postural and cognitive educational program entrepreneurs are 
encouraged to work with to improve their productivity, as an entrepreneur, you 
can ask your posturo therapist for an invoice and charge it to your company.  
 
3. How many sessions will I need? 
 
Posturo therapy Jarrousse method® is a pedagogical relearning of the optimal 
functioning of the body and mind, that uses neuroplasticity. After your initial 
session, you will need a follow-up with a first set of three sessions (one every 
month), and then a session every trimester.  
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If you suffer chronic diseases as multiple sclerosis, fibromyalgia, etc. … or you are 
at risk of being overwhelmed mentally due to personal or professional matters, 
or if you are fit after a few sessions and feel curious to go further in your learning 
process to reach your optimal peak of productivity, flexibility, and creativity, then 
go on a monthly routine.  
 
4. Can I get a discount if I buy a series of scheduled sessions?  
 
Posturo therapy Jarrousse method® differs from acufacial massage therapy® and 
Bodylog’in® coaching. The posturo therapist is the health practitioner of the 
Jarrousse method®. There are no discounts. Paying the price shows your 
commitment to your learning process. It is important not to compromise on the 
quality of the treatment to get optimal results, something that would not be 
guaranteed at a lower price. The price is to be respected by all certified posturo 
therapists following the Jarrousse method®.  
 
The other two groups of therapists are well-being therapists. There, each 
certified practitioner can build her/his own pricing strategy, creating rate plans 
and promotions to boost their development.   
 
5. Are there side effects? 
 
For most people, not really. Patients frequently describe a noticeable change of 
muscle tension and a perception to be more relaxed overall, both in the body 
and in the mind.  
 
Saying so, it may happen you feel tired directly after a session, as the posturo 
therapy Jarrousse method® stimulates neural activity. Sometimes the 
reprocessing of new muscular patterns takes place. As a result, the body may 
require some rest in the form of a siesta.  
 
6. What is the minimal age to do a session? Can it be preventive for children 

too?  
 
There is no minimal age and, yes, it is preventive for children. As a movement-
based method, posturo therapy Jarrousse method® is a natural choice to help 
children and teens of all age to learn to better regulate their bodies and 
emotions. The sessions improve dramatically the posture and the intellectual 
potential while growing up.  
 
Because most of the time children don’t show any visible motor-skill delay or 
visible intellectual delay, parents don’t see why improving their child’s posture is  
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necessary, nor why it would impact a condition that is primarily manifested 
socially and behaviourally. They ignore that studies have shown that movement-
based methods as the posturo therapy Jarrousse method®, increase one’s ability 
to focus, learn and regulate emotions.  
 
Behaviour requires action. All action requires movement. Posturo therapy 
learning process interrupts existing dysfunctional habituated movement patterns 
and introduces subtle alternative options.  
 
Preventive consulting is an option to prevent the risks of physical, intellectual, or 
emotional disharmony of growth. All three will limit biological and cognitive 
functioning.  
 


